**Newtonville Camera Features**

- New and Used Sales
- Home Movie Transfers
- Passport Photos
- Service and Repairs
- Color Photo Prints and Discs from: Digital Cameras, Film Cameras, Digital Files, Photographs
- B&W and Slide: Develop and Prints
- Photo Restoration
- Negative, Slide, and Photo Scanning
- Instant Picture Station Kiosk
- Memory Card Recovery
- And So Much More!
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Newtonville Camera lab prints are better than ever! Featuring whiter whites, blacker blacks, more vivid colors! Our new, modern dry-lab is better for the environment. It uses much less electricity and there is no waste chemistry!

**Photo Restoration and Colorization**

From Picture or Digital File

Restoration / Colorization each $85

- Includes 8x10 luster photo print & optical disc
- To add additional photo prints see: Photo Reprints

**Film Develop and Photo Prints / Scans**

**Color, B&W & 35 mm Rolls**

Develop color 35mm roll each $6.00
Develop B&W 35mm roll each $10.00

Photo Prints / Scans with Development

4x6 prints or 4x6 JPEG each $0.30
5x7 prints or 5x7 TIF or panoramic prints each $2.60

Options

- Color contact sheets (8x10) each $14.50
- B&W contact sheets (8x10) each $10.00

**Film Develop**

35mm Slide, 120mm, and 220mm Rolls

Develop slides 35mm roll each $12.25
Develop color 120mm roll each $7.00
Develop B&W 120mm roll each $10.00
Develop slides 120mm roll each $10.00
Develop color 220mm roll each $14.00
Develop B&W 220mm roll each $20.00
Develop slides 220mm roll each $20.00

**Film Photo Scans to Optical Disc**

35mm Slides, 120mm, & Larger Format

4x6 / 4x5 / 4x4 JPEG each $5.00
5x7 / 5x6.25 / 5x5 TIF each $10.00
8x12 / 8x10 / 8x8 TIF each $20.00
10x15 / 10x12.5 / 10x10 TIF each $40.00

- Scans are required to make photo prints from any source other than 35mm negatives.
- To add photo prints see: Photo Reprints

**Non-standard Print Sizes**

- Single / double cut negatives add 100%
- Custom crop add $2.00

**Instant Prints from Digital Pictures**

Self-service, In-Store Picture Station Kiosk Only

4x6 glossy prints each $0.95
5x7 glossy prints each $2.95
Digital pictures or picture scans to optical disc, each disc $5.00

- Maximum of 20 prints or scans per order

**Shoebox Scans to Optical Disc**

From Clean and Loose Pictures up to 8.5x11

Set (up to 10 per set) each $10.00

- For photo prints see: Photo Reprints

- Rush-speed available for most services! Half the normal turn-around time, double the cost. Rush service requires a reservation.

**Poster Prints from Digital Pictures**

Available for Many Occasions and Holidays

Quantities: 1 - 10 11 +
4x6 prints each $0.30 $0.25 $0.05
5x7 prints each $2.60 $2.30 $1.00
8x10 prints each $6.00 $5.25 $0.25
8x12 prints each $7.25 $6.50 $0.25
10x15 prints each $15.00 $13.50 $0.50

- A $2 service charge will be added for orders under $5

Options
Digital pictures to optical disc add $5

- Also online at newtonville.camera
- Apple OS X Lion 10.7 or newer, Microsoft Windows Vista or newer

**Photo Reprints, Enlargements, and Scans**

**Color, B&W & 35mm Negatives or Shoebox and Non-self-service Digital Prints**

Quantities: 1 - 10 11 +
4x6 prints or 4x6 JPEG each $0.35 $0.30 $0.05
5x7 prints or 5x7 TIF each $2.90 $2.60 $0.10
8x10 prints each $6.75 $6.00 $0.25
8x12 prints or 8x12 TIF each $8.25 $7.25 $0.25
10x15 prints or 10x15 TIF each $17.00 $15.00 $0.50

- A $2 service charge will be added for orders under $5

Options

- Digital pictures to optical disc add $5
- Non-standard Print Sizes
- Custom crop add $2.00

**Poster Prints**

From Digital Pictures

Quantities: 1 - 10 11 +
11x14 prints each $26.00 $23.50
12x18 prints each $29.00 $26.50
16x24 prints each $39.00 $35.50
20x30 luster prints each $49.00 $44.50
24x36 luster prints each $59.00 $53.50

Options
Canvas surface prints each add $10

**Photo Greeting Cards (4x8 Flat Luster)**

Available for Many Occasions and Holidays

Qty: 1 * 20 40 60 80 100 120
$ 3 $ 18 $ 35 $ 52 $ 69 $ 86 $103

- A $2 service charge will be added for orders under $5

- Also online at newtonville.camera
- Apple OS X Lion 10.7 or newer, Microsoft Windows Vista or newer

**Film Develop and Photo Prints / Scans**

**Color, B&W & 35 mm Rolls**

Develop color 35mm roll each $6.00
Develop B&W 35mm roll each $10.00

Options

- Photos from any source other than 35mm negatives.
- To add photo prints see: Photo Reprints

**Rush-speed available for most services! Half the normal turn-around time, double the cost. Rush service requires a reservation.**

**Prices as of: Friday, May 9, 2014**